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Curriculum

‘Our exciting, creative curriculum motivates children as 
learners and leads them towards fulfilling their full 

academic potential.’



Topics
• Autumn term

World War One/ World War Two

Texts: Private Peaceful, Letters from the Lighthouse

• Spring term

Ancient Greece

Texts: Adventures of Odysseus, Who Let the Gods out

• Summer term

Evolution and Inheritance



Homework

• Spellings- sent home Mon, test on Fri

• Reading Diary- completed activity for Fri

• 2 pieces (Grammar/ Reading or Arithmetic) Put on Seesaw on Thurs, to be 
completed by Tues



Home Learning

• Seesaw

• Timestables Rockstars

• Spelling Shed



SATs
Mon 10th- Thurs 13th May 2021

1. English SPaG paper 1 

2. English SPaG paper 2- spelling test

3. Reading paper

4. Mathematics Arithmetic (Maths paper 1)

5. Mathematics Reasoning (Maths paper 2)

6. Mathematics Reasoning (paper 3)



SATs Timetable

Day Paper Duration

Mon 10th May English SPaG paper 1 

English SPaG paper 2- spelling test

45 mins

20 spellings (approx. 15 mins)

Tues 11th May Reading paper 1 hour

Wed 12th May Mathematics Arithmetic (Maths paper 1)

Mathematics Reasoning (Maths paper 2)

30 mins

40 mins

Thurs 13th May Mathematics Reasoning (paper 3) 40 mins



Year 6 Assessment

Children will be awarded one of three assessments for Maths, Reading, Grammar 
and Writing:

• Working towards national expectation

• Working at the national expectation

• Working beyond the national expectation

Reading, Maths and Grammar are assessed through the SATs using the following: 

In each subject, children gain a ‘raw score’

This is then converted into a standardised score

In previous years, a SS of 100 awarded a child ‘working at the national standard’

A SS of 100 + awarded a children ‘working beyond the national expectation’



Additional arrangements

For some children additional arrangements will be made.

This could be:

• Additional time

• Having test paper read to them (exception of Reading)

• If an application is successful, children and parents will be notified. 



Writing assessment

Writing is internally assessed (Teacher assessment)

• Working towards national expectation

• Working at the national expectation

• Working beyond the national expectation

A ‘best fit’ approach is adopted. 

i.e: if a child achieves a large majority of the points, they will achieve 
that overall standard. 



Working towards the expected standard



Working at the expected standard



Working at greater depth within the expected 
standard 



Moderation: to affirm the assessment given by the 
teacher. 

In- school moderation will all teachers will take place.

Moderation with local primary schools may also take place.

Moderation by an LEA representative may take place. 



Workbooks for Revision



Calculations

• Addition- column method



Calculations

• Subtraction- Decomposition



Calculations

• Multiplication- Long



Calculations

• Division- Long



Grammar-
‘Gives us conscious control and choice in our language’.

• Through reading, writing and speaking. 

• Consistency in tense

• Consistency in ‘person’ i.e First or third person

• Using appropriate connectives

• Replacing punctuation with connectives

• Manipulating our writing to improve it through:

1. Compound and complex sentences

2. Adverbials to explain when, where or how 

3. Re-ordering sentences 

4. Organising writing into paragraphs



Handwriting and Presentation 

• Consistency in size

• Fluency

• Letter sit on the line

• Ascending letters above the line

• Descending letters below the line



Reading VIPERS

Vocabulary

Inference

Prediction

Explanation

Retrieval

Summarise



Relationships and Health Education

Relationships and Health Education is now compulsory in primary 
schools.

St Teresa’s we will teach this subject through the ‘Live Life to the Full’ 
programme by Ten Ten Theatre.

Sex Education is not compulsory in primary school but will be taught in 
Year 6- parents can withdraw from this if they wish. 



Rewards

Merit System

• Attendance

• Punctuality

• Uniform

• Effort

• Behaviour

Dojo
• Good work
• Effort
• Organisation
• Contributions in class
• Homework 


